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IT is a private non-profit association of Universi-
ties (UA, UC, IST, UBI, UP, ISCTE-IUL), Polytechnic 
of Leiria, PT Inovação and Nokia, with a mission 
to  create and disseminate scientific knowledge in 
telecommunications. IT hosts and tutors graduate 
and postgraduate students. 
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IT has been the cradle of some bold technological and scientific ideas that 
have nurtured for years in the research groups. About 140 of these ideas 
have been filed as patents and quite a few of them have grown to become 
the basis of independent business. Here are some recent examples. 

Veniam'Works (veniamworks.com) is building the internet of moving things, 
turning vehicles into WiFi hotspots in city-scale vehicular networks.  
Streambolico (streambolico.com) commercializes a unique solution that allows 
network operators to stream video to 10 times more mobile users from a 
single wireless hotspot, intended for crowded spaces like stadiums, shopping 
malls or classrooms. Watgrid (watgrid.com) proposes a unique platform that 
uses advanced fiber optic multiparameter sensors for inline flow and water 
quality assessment in remote real time operation of water companies. Vitalidi 
(vitalidi.com) introduces a new paradigm for identity recognition in multi-
biometrics or standalone scenarios based on “off-the-person” Electro-
cardiography (ECG). BITalino (bitalino.com) provides a low-cost, purpose-built, 
all-in-one hardware and software toolkit designed for quick and easy creation 
of quirky projects with body signals. PLUX (plux.info) develops medical devices 
and software for biosignal processing, targeting physiotherapy and 
biomedical research. Is4health (is4health.com) licences a variety of 
technologies associated with digital auscultation, namely for teaching, 
telemedicine and assisted diagnosis purposes. Wavecom (wavecom.pt) is 
dedicated to R&D in wireless networks and unified networks. 

Some of these companies started with Innovation prizes, others with exciting 
starting projects. They are at different stages of development according to 
their age, but some of these have established an international presence and 
in some cases the revenues topple 1 M€. IT has no participation in the 
companies’ capital. Follow the links to learn more about these companies.  
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Economic development 
is a very common 
concern nowadays 
as the cure for the 
current crisis.  

Innovation is certainly 
a major factor for 
economic development. 

Since innovation often 
stems from research 
and development, it 
is a common belief among politicians that 
large investments in research and 
development will inevitably bring 
innovation and economic development.  

Unfortunately life is not that simple. For 
one, the time lag between research 
(particularly fundamental research) and 
innovation is usually much longer than the 
interval between elections. Secondly many 
of those involved in R&D lack the 
entrepreneurial spirit required for a true 
innovator. Finally the social (and legal) 
climate must not be risk adverse. 

At IT the process of innovation had a slow 
start but appears to be gaining 
momentum. In this issue the reader may 
take contact with start-ups that make use 
of IT created know-how. 

We would like researchers (specially the 
younger ones) to consider the possibility of 
bringing to the market the technologies 
developed during their MSc and PhD 
theses. That is just how Google and 
Facebook started. 

Carlos Salema 

Starting-up and spinning-off from IT 

www.it.pt
https://veniam.com/
http://streambolico.com/
http://watgrid.com/
http://www.vitalidi.com/
http://www.bitalino.com/
http://www.plux.info/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/is4h---interactive-systems-for-healthcare
http://www.wavecom.pt/pt/
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Instituto-de-Telecomunica%C3%A7%C3%B5es/316833368411545
http://www.youtube.com/itelecomunicacoesPT
http://www.linkedin.com/company/773245?trk=pro_other_cmpy
http://www.flickr.com/photos/institutodetelecomunicacoes_portugal/sets/
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PROJECT SNAPSHOT 
NG-PON2 - Next-Generation Passive 
optical networks, Stage-2 
The trends in the evolution 
of traffic in the current 
networks has been 
sustained during the last 
years, always based on 
surprisingly interesting 
applications which are 
always eager for more and 
more bandwidth and also 
the growth in the compu-
tation power, especially its 
mobile version. The imple-
mentation and develop-
ment of the optical fibre 
to the home has been one 
of the technologies 
supporting this trend. This technology enables fast deployment of new 
higher data rate technologies which are enablers of the new trends and 
applications. As the high bandwidth services are maintained by the massive 
development of passive optical networks (PON) in the whole world, 
operators expect an increase of bandwidth and support service capacity, as 
well as higher performance of the access nodes and the compatibility with 
legacy PON networks. 

Instituto de Telecomunicações and Portugal Telecom inovação have been 
working together, in the framework of the NGPON2 project, to design and 
develop the next 
generation of access 
networks equipment, 
based on photonic 
integrated components. These have increased optical requirements from 
previous technologies, and require up to 8 times the number of combined 
components existing in current deployed optical distribution technologies 
(namely GPON and EPON). NGPON 2, also designated as G.989 in the ITU-T 
standards, will encompass up to four channels (optical signals with different 
wavelengths), each one supporting 10Gbit/s for the downstream 
(Distribution point in direction to the client site) and 2.5Gbit/s or 10Gbit/s 
upstream (Client Site to the distribution point). Indeed, optics is the major 
development barrier actually faced by the system 

IEEE WCL Exemplary Reviewer Award  

Francisco Monteiro has received the 
"Exemplary Reviewer Award 2014", from the   
IEEE Wireless Communications Letters. (1st 
Quartile journal co-sponsored by the IEEE 
Communications Society, IEEE Signal 
Processing Society, and IEEE Vehicular 
Technology Society). This award is given to 
the top 3% reviewers who have performed 
reviews considered by the associate editors 
as being relevant and timely reviews, 
consistently for a number of papers over the 
year. 

Best Paper Award ICECS 2014 

The paper “Classification-Based Early 
Termination for Coding Tree Structure 
Decision in HEVC” by Guilherme Corrêa, 
Pedro Assunção, Luciano Agostini and Luís A. 
da Silva Cruz has been awarded the Best 
Paper Award at the 21th IEEE International 
Conference on Electronics, Circuits and 
Systems (ICECS 2014) in Marseille, France, 
December 7-10, 2014. 

Open Mind ESEGUR Award 

The project “Intelligent Stream Management 
for Security Applications” (IstreamS), co-
supervised by Paulo Pedreiras and Luis 
Almeida and developed by MSc students 
Tiago Silva (FEUP) and Renato Lopes (DETI/
UA), was the winner of the Open Mind 
ESEGUR award. It rewards an academic 
project that stands out in the scope of 
innovation in the security area. About 50 
works, from seventeen different Portuguese 
higher education institutions, have been 
submitted. Among the twenty semi-finalists, 
six were supervised by IT researchers; and 
from the five works that were selected to the 
finals, three were supervised by IT 
researchers. 

2015 ANRP - Applied Networking Research Prize 

This award is for the paper "Distributed Route Aggregation on the Global Network" 
authored by João Luís Sobrinho (IT, IST, Univ. Lisboa), Laurent Vanbever (Princeton 
Univ.), Franck Le (IBM T. J. Watson Research), Jennifer Rexford (Princeton Univ.) 
published in Proceedings of ACM CoNEXT, Sydney, Australia, December 2014.  

The ANRP rewards recent results in applied networking research that are relevant 
for transitioning into shipping Internet products and related standardization efforts. 
Its goal is to recognize the best new ideas in networking and bring them to the 
Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) and the Internet Research Task Force (IRTF). 
For 2015, 39 nominations were received out of which only 5 were chosen.  

More information about the ANRP can be found at https://irtf.org/anrp. More 
information about the nominated work can be found at www.route-
aggregation.net. 

(continues on page 3) 

NGPON 2 is called G.989 in the ITU-T standard 
and will encompass up to four wavelengths 
with each supporting 10Gbit/s. 

João Luís Sobrinho, senior researcher from IT, has been selected to receive 
one of the 2015 Applied Networking Research Prizes. 

Fig 1 – Photonic integrated circuit of a transparent OLT/ONU 
module. Real PIC chip size: 4 mm X 4 mm. 

https://irtf.org/anrp
http://route-aggregation.net/
http://route-aggregation.net/
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New books co-authored by IT researchers 
Advances in Delay-tolerant Networks 
(DTNs): Architecture and Enhanced 
Performance”, by Joel J. P. C. 
Rodrigues, Elsevier, 2014. 

The Book looks at 
delay-tolerant net-
work (DTNs) archi-
tectures,  platforms 
and routing. It  
addresses services 
and applications in 
DTNs, such as web 
browsing, social net-
working and data 

streaming. It also discusses the 
enhancement of DTNs performance, 
reliability, privacy and security. 
 

Energy Efficient Smart Phones for 5G 
Networks, by Jonathan Rodriguez, R. 
Ayaman, Springer,  Switzerland, 2014. 

The book provides a 
solid vision for 5G 
communication 
handset, based on  
market trends and 
proven technologies. 
It addresses  techno-
logy trends and re-
quirements leading 
towards the next era 

in mobile communi-cation handsets 
and proposes innovative solutions for 
5G phones. 
 

Quantum Effects in Biology, by Yasser 
Omar, G. Engel, M. Plenio,  
Cambridge University Press, 2014. 

The first scientific book on quantum 
effects in biology. Quantum mechanics 
provides the most accurate micro-
scopic description of the world around 
us, yet the interface between 
quantum mechanics and biology is 
only now being explored. This book 

Internal Projects 2011-2013 book released 

A new edition of the Internal Projects 
handbook has 
been released, 
providing a sam-
ple of the work 
developed at IT 
during the three-
year period from 
2011 to 2013. 
Twenty one 
projects are 
described in plain 
language for easy 
grasping by non-
specialists. 

 

Awards at the  8th Congress of the 
Portuguese Committee of URSI 

Three students from IT brought prizes from 
this event: 

Germano Capela received the Best Student 
Paper Award 2014 with the paper 
“Implementação de um rádio definido por 
software para comunicações marítimas 
cognitivas” co-authored by António 
Rodrigues (IT/IST), José Sanguino (IT/IST) 
and Eduardo Bolas (CINAV). 

Abel Ribeiro received (ex-aequo) the prize 
ANACOM-URSI Portugal 2014 with the work 
"Automatic Vehicle Counting Based on 
Surveillance Video Streams” co-authored by 
Paulo Correia (IT/IST). 

Daniel Robalo received (ex-aequo) the prize 
ANACOM-URSI Portugal 2014 with the work 
"Enhanced Multi-band Scheduling for 
Carrier Aggregation in LTE-Advanced 
Scenarios”, co-authored by Fernando Velez 
(IT/UBI). 

and component providers, due to the major paradigms changed in this technology with comparison to the previous 
technologies, based on wavelength division multiplexing. For that, a set of components were developed and put together in a 
single chip, concentrating most of the optics all inside the same optical component. This was the main achievement and may 
change the paradigm of optical interfaces if the required performance is achieved. 

The achieved designs will enable potential exploitation locally and regionally through the industrial partner requirements and 
therefore potentially impact and strengthen the local industry. If all technical production barriers are overcame, the production 
of complete optical solutions for the new generation optical networks telecom operators can be made in Portugal, putting it in 
the forefront of this type of technology. 

 

António Teixeira and Paulo André                        URL: http://www.it.pt/project_detail_p.asp?ID=1828 

PROJECT SNAPSHOT — NG-PON2  (continued from p. 2) 

uses  a combina-
tion of experi-
ment and theory 
to examine areas 
of biology be-
lieved to be 
strongly influ-
enced by quan-
tum phenomena. 

 

Optical Fiber Transmission Sys-
tems Based on Mode-Division Mul-
tiplexing, by Filipe Ferreira, Daniel 
Fonseca, Henrique Silva, Scholars' 
Press, 2014. 

The emerging technology of mode-
division multiple-
xing (MDM) ena-
bles much wider 
conduits of infor-
mation by offer-
ing an additional 
dimension for 
transporting opti-
cal channels. This 
book reports the 

investigation performed by the au-
thors on high capacity optical fiber 
transmission systems based on 
MDM over few-mode fibers.  
 

Propagação de Ondas Electro-
magnéticas, by Pedro Pinho, Ar-
mando Rocha, José R. Pereira, LTC 
Editora, Rio de Janeiro, 2014. 

This book offers 
an updated ac-
count on several 
wave propaga-
tion topics includ-
ing transmission 
lines, Smith 
Chart, wave-
guides and opti-
cal fibres. 

http://www.it.pt/project_detail_p.asp?ID=1828
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Latest concluded PhDs hosted by IT 

Where are you now? 

  

 

 

  

 

 Classification of sequences using compression-based 
dissimilarity measures 

PhD degree in Electrical and Computer 
Engineering by the University of Lisbon, July 
2014, supervised by Mário Figueiredo 
(Instituto Superior Técnico/Instituto de 
Telecomunicações in Lisbon). 

The thesis proposed compression-based 
dissimilarity measures and methods for text 
classification and electrocardiographic 
biometrics. 

David is currently an Associate Professor at 
the  Instituto Superior de Engenharia de Lisboa (ISEL), in Lisbon, 
Portugal. 

Revisiting bi-isotropic media: new analytical and geometrical 
approaches 

PhD in Electrical Engineering by IST, 
University of Lisbon, November 2014, 
supervised by Professor Carlos Paiva and 
Professor Sérgio Matos. The thesis proposes 
novel geometrical interpretations of duality 
transformations applied to nonreciprocal 
isotropic (Tellegen) media. Using this theory 
it is often possible to reduce complex 
electromagnetic problems to equivalent 
simpler problems. 

Filipa is currently working as a Post-Doc at Instituto de 
Telecomunicações in Lisbon. 

Unsupervised Acoustic Model Training for Speech Recognition 

PhD in Electrical and Computer Engineering 
by the University of Coimbra, April 2014, 
supervised by Fernado Perdigão. The thesis 
presents an approach to create speech 
databases, using only the public and free-
access resources, starting from multimedia 
signals without orthographic or phonetic 
transcriptions. It was used to increase the 
amount of the linguistic resources available 
for European Portuguese language. 

Arlindo is currently Assistant Professor at the University of Cape 
Verde. 

Organizing Data Combining Multiple Sources Of Information: A 
Co-association Approach 

PhD degree in Electrical and Computer 
Engineering by IST, University of Lisbon, 
November 2014, supervised by Ana Fred. The 
thesis focused on the development of 
consensus clustering algorithms, with special 
attention on modelling, scalability and 
robustness issues. Regarding applications, the 
research focused on Electrocardiographic 
signal (ECG) processing, namely ECG 
biometrics. André is currently an Assistant 
Professor at Instituto Superior de Engenharia de Lisboa (ISEL) and 
co-founder of CardioID technologies. 

For me, as a Romanian, Portugal was the first study destination 
abroad. In 2008, I joined HYPERINET, an European project devoted to 
hyperspectral images, as a Marie Curie fellow in Lisbon. An exciting 
research experience started, under the joint supervision of Prof. Jose 
Bioucas-Dias from IT and Prof. Antonio Plaza from University of 
Extremadura, Spain. I defended successfully my PhD thesis, titled “A 
Sparse Regression Approach to Hyperspectral Unmixing”, in 
December 2011. 

I am an electrical engineering graduate from Politehnica University, 
Bucharest, Romania. My research activity started in 2006 at the 
Electrical Engineering Research Center (Bucharest). From 2006 to 
2008, I was involved in research projects covering several areas, 
from high frequency circuits to microelectromechanical systems.  

In 2011, I was selected as “The Romanian Student of the Year in 
Europe” (at post-graduation level) by the League of Romanian 
Students Abroad, as a recognition of my research activity and social 
implication. Meanwhile, I obtained a post-doc position at the Flemish Institute for the Technological Research (VITO, Mol, 
Belgium), which I completed in January 2014. Since February 2014, I am an image processing scientist at the same 
institution. Currently, I serve as a reviewer for more than 15 international journals.  

Looking back to my whole experience, I can say that, if I could turn back in time, I would not change anything. My time in 
Lisbon is one of the best periods of my life and, more than this, offered to me great opportunities that I could not even 
imagine before. At IT, I met top researchers, I had good colleagues and I made amazing friends. Obrigado, IT! Muito 
obrigado, Lisboa! 

David Pereira Coutinho 

Daniel Iordache 

Filipa Prudêncio 

André Lourenço Arlindo Veiga 


